Glasses for petite faces
One of the things I am constantly
asked for are spectacle frames that
fit the smaller adult face. Many
petite spectacle wearers have had to
accept children’s glasses that all too
often come emblazoned with the
latest Disney or superhero character,
further reducing their choice. Either
this or they are wearing adult
frames that are oversized,
particularly in the arm length. It is
rare in the days of mass
manufacture to find adult glasses
with options for shorter arm lengths
and therefore many people end up
with extra-long lengths of arm bent
behind their ears, which is uncomfortable and not aesthetically very pleasing.
Due to the pressure on spectacle
designers and manufacturers to
offer a large array of different
styles within their catalogues, they
are restricted to the number of
sizes that they can produce in each
style. This results in the average
face size being catered for but if
you happen to fall outside of that
range, there is just nothing for you.
Historically there has been an
acknowledgement that as we get older
the physiology of our faces change and
so some smaller styles for older faces
have been produced but they tend to be
outdated and not very appealing to the
younger spectacle wearer.

This is why at Ringlands Optics, I specialise in sourcing petite frames for both
men and ladies that are fun, fashionable and specifically designed to fit the
smaller face. The arm lengths are proportionally shorter and the overall width
of the frames is less; so that there are no compromises in fit. The styles are
exciting and so you no longer need to compromise to get a good fit and you
certainly won't be directed to the children's section!!
If you have found this article interesting and have questions regarding it, then
please do get in touch either for a chat by phone, or please feel free to email me.
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